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Technical Reference 

 

Generation tool for ESMA ESEF 

 

 

 

easyESEF exports a file with the annual report of a company in the ESMA ESEF 

format. You only need the financial statements in Excel and the text of the 

annual report in Word. It shows the IFRS financial statements and allows them 

to be extended, creating additional rows as required, or reduced, hiding unused 

rows. Creates and validates the report and its extended taxonomy. It has aids 

to create the annual report also in PDF. Utilities are available for export and 

import data from Excel, including IFRS and CSV reports. It aims to be the 

easiest tool on the market for creating and reading ESMA ESEF format reports. 
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What is easyESEF 

easyESEF is a program that creates a valid file for the annual report of a listed company, 

according to the European Single Electronic Format (ESEF) and as promulgated by the 

European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA). Technologically, ESEF implies the 

transition to an internet-oriented publication with the standard web format xHTML (instead of 

the classic paper-oriented PDF), plus the standard format iXBRL to facilitate the assimilation 

of the figures and data of the financial statements directly by computers, without re-typing. 

easyESEF has been designed to be as easy to use as possible, as its name indicates. 

easyESEF is an Excel book that contains each and every possible cell defined in the ESEF 

financial statements. Basically, what you have to do is put each value (figure or data from the 

financial statement) into the cell defined to hold that particular value, and leave blank or hide 

in Excel the cells that are not used. The (optional) textual part of the annual report will have 

been prepared separately in an xHTML file, created from Word or whatever other processor. 

Clicking on "Export ESEF document" combines the xHTML file and the financial statements 

in Excel, thus creating the annual report in ESEF format. This approach generates ESEF files 

that are always free of technical errors iXBRL. PDF can be also created with standard utilities. 

easyESEF uses the translation published by the European Union in its 23 languages, 

complemented by the 10% of technical labelRoles, which can be derived from the translation 

but are not published. Simply select the language you want, and all the labels of the financial 

statements and the program functions will be displayed in the selected language. The iXBRL 

tools (including easyESEF) read and present ESEF files in the selected language, no matter 

in which language the labels were created 

easyESEF has these functions: Export ESEF document, Validate ESEF document, Export 

CSV (Comma Separated Values) file, Import file (ESEF/IFRS or CSV) generating 

documentation for audit, Delete all cells, Reset cells to factory settings, and Check 

language/options. 

easyESEF works locally on any Windows personal computer with Excel. It does not require 

an Internet connection of any kind, so it cannot affect the confidentiality of the information. In 

order to validate the report, it uses the free open source program Arelle, which is to be 

installed on the same computer. 

easyESEF is the further development of the open source programs RECEX and RECEiX for 

the generation of XBRL and iXBRL reports respectively: they are adaptable, with the 

appropriate customizations, for any ESEF or XBRL requirement, and are in use in several 

countries, and published since 2011 in www.openfiling.info 

easyESEF is compliant with ESMA, which emphasizes that issuers are only compliant if the 

presentation to the public (e.g. in PDF and on their website) has the same look and content 

as the xHTML document they submit to their national OAM (Officially Appointed Mechanism) 

and if any additional public presentation (such as PDF) is consistent in terms of content with 

the xHTML presentation. This means that if issuers decide to create a very simple ESEF file 

(i.e. unadorned/flat design), that file must be available on the issuer's website, in addition to 

being sent to the national OAM for publication. This is because the Transparency Directive 

requires that issuers publish their annual financial report (AFR) on their website, and only the 

official version of the AFR, according to the Directive, is the AFR in ESEF format. The PDF 

can be published as a supplement, but not as an alternative.  

https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-activities/corporate-disclosure/european-single-electronic-format
https://www.esma.europa.eu/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/xhtml/what_is_xhtml.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDF
https://www.xbrl.org/the-standard/what/ixbrl/
http://www.openfiling.info/labelroles/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values
http://arelle.org/
http://www.openfiling.info/
https://www.esma.europa.eu/access-regulated-information
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Export ESEF document 

Basically what you have to do is fill in each value (figure or data from the financial statement) 

into the Excel cell defined to contain that value in the corresponding financial statement. Hide 

a row, column or financial statement sheet that is not in use, and it will not appear in the 

ESEF file. The blank cells will appear in the ESEF file, but without the iXBRL part. easyESEF 

supports the addition of new rows to the financial statements, in what is commonly known as 

taxonomy extension. The text of the annual report is prepared separately in an xHTML file. 

Each Excel sheet of the easyESEF program corresponds to a financial statement, and there 

are four additional sheets with specific uses (Index, Info, Extension and CellCodes). 

 

Sheet Index: 

Language of the financial statements. Select among 23 languages published by ESMA. 

 

 

Financial statement sheets. Each 

sheet of the financial statements that you 

select or deselect will automatically be 

shown or hidden. Hidden Excel sheets or 

hidden columns or hidden rows will not 

appear in the ESEF file.  

 

 

 

easyESEF function buttons 

Each button serves to execute a certain function.  

The images and texts of the function buttons are never 

incorporated into the ESEF document (they disappear) 

as they would have no meaning there.  

 

 

 

File locations 

If it is blank or has an incorrect route, a new location 

will be requested. In the xHTML box you may put "No" 

to ignore it for convenience while preparing the 

financial statements contained in the Excel workbook.  

Export this Index sheet inside the ESEF file by a click. 

English (EN)Language

https://specifications.xbrl.org/xbrl-essentials.html
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Replace design patterns. 

For the exported file, the font name, font 

sizes and background colours that come 

from the factory (those on the top line) are 

replaced with those on the bottom line. 

 

 

Sheet 000000 

Identification data of the entity presenting the information: 

Name of the entity, legal form of the entity, country of incorporation, legal entity 

identifier (LEI), web address of the entity (URL), etc. 

 

Sheet 110000 

General information on the financial statements. 

 Start date and end date of the financial year: current and previous year 

 Currency and description of the presentation currency 

 Level of rounding in practice in the financial statements 

 

Sheets 210000 to 710000 

Each sheet corresponds to the IFRS financial statement of the same number. 

 

Sheet Info 

The result of the generation of the ESEF file is shown in the Info sheet, with the text of the 

results, or the errors detected, in the selected language (e.g. in English). 

 

 

Separators for decimal point and thousands 

The ESEF file is generated with the local decimal separator option that Excel has, depending 

on the country selected for the computer, either as " dot decimal" (as in 1,234.56 € in English) 

or as "comma decimal" as in 1.234,56 € in German). The ESEF file works indistinctly either 

type of separators; it is just a matter of visual presentation for users. 

 

 

  

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-145-238_lei_briefing_note.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decimal_separator
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Text and graphs for the annual report in an xHTML file 

The xHTML file contains the textual and graphical part (qualitative information) of the annual 

report, which is included in the ESEF file also in xHTML format for viewing in any web 

browser. 

easyESEF provides the SAVEASXHTML.docm macro that converts from Word to xHTML 

adapted to ESEF rules, because the standard conversion from Word to xHTML does not 

always comply with them (e.g. ESEF has to be a single file without external references). Many 

of Word's features are passed to xHTML to go in turn into the ESEF document, such as Table 

of Contents, various types of graphics, tables, font size, font, color, alignment, underlining, 

bolding, etc. These and other features of Word are converted to xHTML format, but with 

certain restricted features, as the richness of Word is very large. Other features of Word will 

be gradually incorporated into SAVEASXHTML.docm macro in successive editions. 

You can also use xHTML generated from Word with another xHTML converter, as well as 

xHTML generated from InDesign, Publisher, Quark or any other, usually requiring case by 

case customization. 

Simply providing in the xHTML file the equivalent of a "Table of Contents" in Word is enough 

to place each financial statement in a specific point of the ESEF file and to hyperlink each 

note of the financial statements with the corresponding text in xHTML.  

For each financial statement, easyESEF detects where its entry line is referenced from the 

Table of Contents (e.g. "[220000] Statement of Financial Position, order of liquidity") and 

replaces that xHTML line with the financial statement itself (Excel sheet "220000" in this 

case). The financial statements are always placed in ascending order, so statements that are 

not cited in the Table of Contents will be placed just before those that are cited. If there are 

still financial statements not yet placed, or no Table of Contents at all, they will be placed at 

the end of the ESEF file.  

easyESEF adjusts the pointers (hyperlinks) from the Table of Contents to the financial 

statements and, if the Index sheet is not exported, it also adjusts in reverse the pointers 

(hyperlinks) from the financial statements to the Table of Contents. 

For each Note, easyESEF detects where its entry is referenced in the Table of Contents, 

creating an hyperlink from the Note in Excel (e.g. "2.b") to the text of the Note in xHTML (e.g. 

"2.b Note that is.....") in the resulting ESEF file. 

 

 

Print as PDF document 

Printing easyESEF as a PDF document is as simple as using the Excel print function. Each 

sheet already has the print areas selected so that the generated PDF document is perfectly 

printable. If a Word file is also used, print it as a PDF document and insert the resulting pages. 

This complies with ESMA's mandate (see “What is easyESEF” at the beginning of this 

document) that issuers only comply with the regulations if the presentation to the public (e.g. 

in PDF and on their website) has the same look and content as the xHTML document that 

they send to their national OAM.   
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The option to print to PDF document directly from xHTML usually gives much worse results, 

as the large horizontal print areas (e.g., Financial Statement 610000) are much larger than 

the page width. 

 

ESEF files to export 

 

For increasing usability, easyESEF generates three ESEF files, with the same name (as 

indicated in sheet Index) but with different file formats/types, such as, for example: 

mycompany.xhtml   mycompany.viewer.html   mycompany.zip  

ESEF file with file type .xhtml It is the annual report that can be displayed with any web 

browser (Mozilla, Chrome, Edge...). It is created according to ESEF rules. This is the file that 

the reporting entity can publish on its website. The name of this file is indicated on the Index 

sheet. 

ESEF file with file type .viewer.html It is the same ESEF .xhtml file but with a bonus pack 

inside to be able to visualize the XBRL data. When you open this file in any web browser, an 

"Inline XBRL" vertical bar appears on the right that automatically marks in yellow the cells 

with XBRL data. By clicking on a yellow marked cell, its XBRL characteristics are displayed. 

This file is useful for the auditor to check that the ESEF file has the appropriate tagging for 

each XBRL data. 

ESEF file taxonomy package with file type .zip It follows the XBRL standard “taxonomy 

package”, and contains compressed both the ESEF .xHTML file with the Annual Report as 

well as the files corresponding to its particular ESEF taxonomy extension. This is the 

compressed ESEF file that must be sent to the corresponding OAM. easyESEF has all the 

necessary data and automatically generates this taxonomy package file, without the need for 

user intervention.  

For illustrative purposes only (as easyESEF already does this automatically), and very briefly, 

according to ESEF regulations, a taxonomy package must be created containing certain 

directories and taxonomy extension files, which depend on both the financial statements used 

in the annual report and the cells that have been filled in. For example, the ESEF .xhtml file 

that easyESEF has just created must also be copied into the “reports” directory of the 

taxonomy package. Technically this is an extension of the ESEF taxonomy, which in turn is 

an extension of the IFRS taxonomy, using the extensibility properties of the eXtensible 

Reporting Business Language (XBRL). The iXBRL best practices also indicate the rules for 

deriving the name of certain files and certain data from the taxonomy package by deriving 

them from the entity web address (URL), so the reporting entity URL needs to be specified 

on sheet 000000 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_formats
https://specifications.xbrl.org/spec-group-index-taxonomy-packages.html
https://specifications.xbrl.org/spec-group-index-taxonomy-packages.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URL
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Extension sheet: Tags for the extension of IFRS taxonomy 

 

It may be the case that an IFRS element requires a specific breakdown, for clarity. Suppose 

that Current Assets would like, for whatever reason, to be broken down into Finished Goods 

to export, Other Current Assets and Semi-Finished Goods. This procedure is the so called 

taxonomy extension. 

 

 

 

 

easyESEF can insert the desired rows very easily, simply by using the Extension sheet to 

indicate the new label to be created, the pattern label (parent) to be extended and its 

translation into English (being an automated copy of the new label when working in English). 

easyESEF automatically creates the other fields, but the user can modify all of them. Fill in 

the fields and click the button to extend the original sheets with the extension labels. 

 

 

Extension tag (new) 

It is mandatory to create a new Tag 

label, usually called Tag. In the 

example, these would be Finished 

goods, Other current inventories or 

Semi-finished goods. The language of 

these names will be the language in 

use in the computer, in this example 

English (EN).   
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Pattern tag (original or extension) 

 

To link the extension with the Tag to be extended, you must indicate the pattern Tag label. In 

the cases of Finished goods for export and Other current inventories, this pattern is Current 

inventories.  

It may also be that an extension is extending another extension, as in the case of Semi-

finished goods which is in turn an extension of Other current inventories, the tag which in this 

row plays the role of the pattern. This allows you to define the extensions you want, with a 

hierarchy between them, which is formally known as tree structures. 

The sheet where the pattern label is located is automatically placed by easyESEF by 

searching for the original Pattern tag (the root of the tree) on the sheets of the financial 

statements that are currently visible. In case of ambiguity, the user can choose in a list. 

 

 

Properties 

Only used for monetary amounts; they are not used in texts and non-monetary amounts. The  

IFRS illustrated taxonomy published each year by the IFRS Foundation shows the properties 

of each element of each financial statement. Please consult it to get out of doubts. 

 

Credit/Debit: By default nothing is selected and it is shown in blank. This is the "natural" 

position on the balance sheet, which is generally credit for assets and debit for equity and 

liabilities. See  IFRS illustrated taxonomy. This is often a very common source of error. Be 

especially careful when selecting Credit/Debit, as it is an accounting concept that escapes 

the algorithmic heuristics. If the Credit/Debit selection is wrong, normally a validation error is 

raised by mismatch in the financial statements, thanks to the double-entry accounting rules.  

Duration/Instant. By default is duration and it is shown in blank. This refers to whether the 

monetary amount measures the accumulated during a period of time (as Revenue) or on the 

contrary measures the situation at a given instant (as Current inventories). Validation rules 

usually give as an error the mixture of monetary amounts of the Duration type with those of 

the Instant type in the same financial statement. easyESEF selects Duration by default, 

except for the financial statements 210000 & 220000 were the selection is Instant by default. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_(data_structure)
https://www.ifrs.org/issued-standards/ifrs-taxonomy/ifrs-taxonomy-illustrated/
https://www.ifrs.org/issued-standards/ifrs-taxonomy/ifrs-taxonomy-illustrated/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debits_and_credits
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Type of relation 

 

Tip: Don't put anything down unless you know what you have to put down. The easyESEF 

program will already take the most common options (usually Below, Child, except for cells 

with texts which will be Below, Sibling), but you can change them at any time. 

Child/sibling. By default is child and it is shown in blank. Indicates if the new row (extension) 

is Child or Sibling of the extending pattern row. In all the examples, the relationship is that of 

Child, which is the usual one in monetary amounts, where some are breakdowns of others, 

in a structure with a tree hierarchy. Sibling is used for cases in which the extension and the 

pattern it extends have no real hierarchical relationship to each other, as is usually the case 

in descriptive texts: 

 

Below/Above. By default is below and it is shown in blank. It indicates if the new row 

(extension) is below or above the pattern row that extends on the selected financial statement 

sheet. In the case of IFRS, and therefore ESEF, it is conventionally placed Below. The rows 

with the new rows (extensions) on the Extension sheet will follow the same order. 

Below       Above 

     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_structure
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Qname 

The Qname is the technical name that allows the programs to identify each Tag or element. 

The easyESEF program generates it automatically from the English (EN) column according 

to the Label CamelCase Concatenation (LC3).method. To change it, modify the text in the 

English (EN) column and generate the extension again. 

 

It can also be the case that you want to extend with a Tag already defined in IFRS, but not 

included in the financial statements defined in easyESEF.  Simply put its Qname, such as 

ifrs-full:BrandNames, and fill in the other mandatory fields as well. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.xbrl.org/rfc/ipp-rfc-pwd-2009-08-14.doc
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Translations 

 

There is one column for each language ESMA publishes for the ESEF taxonomy. When 

creating a new label, it is mandatory to define its English (EN) translation. This is both an 

ESMA's rule and a requirement when automatically creating the Qname for the new label. 

The easyESEF program always automatically copies the Tag label name text into the column 

corresponding to the language selected in the sheet Index, being English (EN) or any other.  

 

 

Translations into the other languages are optional, but very convenient, at least for the main 

languages. The ESEF format, based on iXBRL, has among its properties that of being able 

to put a label on each element in each language. The ESEF itself is already translated into 

all 23 European languages. easyESEF allows you to add translations of extended elements 

as well. So, anyone who sees the ESEF annual report, can ask to see the labels of the 

elements in their own language. And if the translation of the extended element labels has not 

been put in, what is shown already depends on the display tool. Only in the best case, the 

label may be displayed in English. 

It is forbidden to put a label in English (EN)  that already exists in the IFRS illustrated 

taxonomy, as would be the case with Finished Goods, as there is already a Current finished 

goods label in IFRS, that already has the Qname ifrs-full:FinishedGoods in IFRS (the word 

Current is usually omitted) and would lead to confusion.  
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Validate the ESEF document 

 

easyESEF reads the .zip file containing the "taxonomy package" and validates it with the 

program Arelle. easyESEF is prepared to validate any ESEF.zip file, either a file generated 

by easyESEF itself or by any other software. See examples published by ESMA about ESEF 

.zip files in such as the GLEIF annual report or the ESEF Conformance Suite test cases. 

Validation consists of checking that the taxonomy package meets the specifications of the 

ESEF Reporting Manual. Basically, it checks that the taxonomy package is technically well 

built according to the iXBRL standard, and that the values in the financial statements (annual 

report) of the ESEF .xhtml file contained in the taxonomy package are consistent with the 

ESMA regulation (which includes IFRS). Once the taxonomy package is valid, it can be sent 

as an annual report statement to the appropriate AMO. All OAMs validate in the same way, 

as the Manual is both written in English and implemented as validation rules in XBRL 

language, rules that are uniformly checked by every validation program, as is the case with 

the Arelle open source suite. 

This validation does not require an Internet connection, so there is no risk of information 

leakage. The result of the validation is shown in the Info sheet, with the errors that the Arelle 

validator has detected. Many of these errors are sometimes shown in the language of the 

computer. 

The Arelle validator is started by the easyESEF program and appears at the bottom of the 

screen in the icon’s taskbar:     (Arelle icon to the left of Word and Paint icon’s. 

Depending on the computer, the icon may be of a different shape:  ). Once Arelle is 

started, it remains in the background. Arelle closes when you close the computer, you close 

the icon, or if you maximize the icon and press both "Ctrl + C" keys. 

The Arelle suite is downloaded free of charge from www.arelle.org and it is available in 

several languages. Arelle is to be installed as an executable .exe file on the personal 

computer where easyESEF is running. 

Arelle also needs the files with the XBRL ESEF taxonomy, the IFRS taxonomy and the files 

of the XBRL standard. Arelle can automatically download them from the Internet only once, 

during the first time you validate, and store it for subsequent validations. If there is no (or is 

not allowed any) Internet connection, these files can also be installed manually. 

 

 

Import ESEF/IFRS file, generating documentation for audit 

 

The financial statements from the ESEF/IFRS file are imported into the visible Excel sheets. 

Cells with no data and cells on the sheets that are not visible are deleted. Importing an IFRS 

file therefore destroys the Excel formulas that are embedded in easyESEF, so the Excel file 

is automatically saved and renamed as a copy to avoid inconsistencies that might occur if the 

original Excel is still used. 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/esef-example-annual-financial-report
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-publishes-esef-conformance-suite
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-updates-esef-reporting-manual-0
http://www.arelle.org/
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Each fact (data tagged in iXBRL) in the ESEF/IFRS file is serialised, displaying its value and 

all its characteristics (IFRS name, type of fact, period, dimensions, etc.) in the Info sheet, 

indicating the sheet and cell coordinates where it has been imported (they can be more than 

one cell), or a message if coordinates could not be determined for that specific fact. With a 

simple "copy and paste" from the Info sheet you can also process the complete content of 

the imported ESEF/IFRS file, moving it to the desired program. 

This functionality can be used to display IFRS files, no matter what year they are from and 

no matter which program has created them. It accepts IFRS files in .x HTML or HTML format 

and also in taxonomy package .zip format such as those of ArcelorMittal or Avrupa, taken 

from the SEC EDGAR website, or the field test on ESEF published by ESMA, as well as the 

GLEIF annual report, the Eurofiling, annual report, or the ESEF Conformance Suite.. 

In the case of importing an ESEF/IFRS file in taxonomy package .zip format, easyESEF also 

generates a Documentation for Audit in the Info sheet, which follows the CEAOB Guidelines 

on the auditors’ involvement on financial statements in ESEF. This documentation shows the 

content of all relevant files of the taxonomy package .zip file, such as the anchoring, extended 

elements, and other contents of the LinkBases, so that the auditor can express his/her 

opinion also on those aspects of the ESEF annual report. This audit basically aims to check 

that what is shown to the user (xHTML format) is consistent with the internal tagging of the 

data (iXBRL format). 

Therefore, for an ESEF report (generated with easyESEF or any other tool) to be considered 

fully valid, not only must it pass the technical test of Validate the ESEF document, but also 

the auditor must audit the internal consistency of the taxonomy package. 

 

 

Check language and options: 

 

See that the language (sheet Index), LEI (sheet 000000) and other options (sheet 110000) 

such as dates, currency, rounding, and so on are correct.  

The easyESEF program automatically switches to the language selected each time. 

 

Clear cells  

Deletes each and every cell (except the language cell), also including entity code and 

dates. 

 

Reset the cells to factory settings 

Restores all Excel cells that are iXBRL facts to the value they originally had before any 

changes were made: numbers with a value of [0.00] and literals with a value of [text].  

Sets the decimal and thousands separators to whatever Excel is using at the time. 

Restores original entity code and dates.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serialization
https://easyesef.eu/wp-content/uploads/mt-30062018x6xkdocument.zip
https://easyesef.eu/wp-content/uploads/avrp-20171231.zip
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/companysearch.html
https://www.esma.europa.eu/field-test-esef
https://www.esma.europa.eu/esef-example-annual-financial-report
https://eurofiling.foundation/activities/
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-publishes-esef-conformance-suite
https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/191128-ceaob-guidelines-auditors-involvement-financial-statements_en
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/3201/f05a007ea2e59d64ce0dbcfbbcc1b41391cb.pdf
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CSV files (code/value) 

 

To generate an iXBRL report, the easyESEF program needs to have the data in Excel sheets. 

How, then, is the data loaded into Excel? One solution is to type them in, but if there is a lot 

of data, this is slow and prone to errors.  

The easyESEF program has a functionality to import data to Excel from an external code-

value type file; i.e., for each code (corresponding to a cell) you have its value (the data that 

has to go into the cell).  

The external file can be CSV (comma separated values), fixed length fields, or a simple 

copy and paste to an Excel sheet (using tabs). 

 

Format of a CSV file (code/value) 

 

It is an external file to the easyESEF program, which can be in any folder on the computer. 

The file is of the "flat" type, that is, a file composed by lines, where all the lines have the same 

structure. For greater compatibility and flexibility, the file can be indistinctly both CSV (comma 

separated values) and fixed length fields. 

In a CSV file, it is expected that code and value are separated by a delimiter. The code is 

always the first field of the line, but not necessarily starting the line. It may have spaces or 

other delimiters at the left. Example: The code is [Code0008] and the value is [Test]. 

Code0008     ,    Test 

In a fixed-length field file, the field and value always start at the same position in the line. 

All lines have the same length. Unused characters are filled with spaces. Clearly, this is a 

particular case of a CSV file, where a repeated sequence of spaces is used as a delimiter 

to match fixed positions. Example: The code is [Code0008] and the value is [TestA]. After, 

the code is [Code0009] and the value is [TestB]. 

Code0008      TestA 

Code0009      TestB 

 

Delimiter 

 

In the Code/Value file, the code is separated from the value. It is a sequence of one or more 

delimiter characters, which are a comma [,], a tab [TAB], or a space [ ] or any combination of 

the above in any order, as in the example: 

      Code0008   ,  , TAB   Test        

Each code value pair is separated from the next by a line break. Note that line breaks can 

be in a value between quotes, without separating one code-value pair from the next one.  
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Code 

A code is an arbitrary identification given to each of the Excel cells that are defined as iXBRL 

fact (defined within the ESEF taxonomy). Excel cells that are NOT iXBRL facts have no code. 

Each Excel cell can have one or more codes associated with it. The easyESEF sheet 

CodeCell is the translation table from code to Excel cell. 

You can add in the CodeCell sheet additional codes, in free format, that act as synonyms 

and are used by both the company's information system and easyESEF to identify that cell. 

This is the way to adapt easyESEF to the codes already used by the company.  

The code can be formed by any combination of characters, except double quotes ["] or 

delimiters like comma [,] or tab [TAB] or space [ ] or line break [LF]. 

 

Value 

This is the data that accompanies each code. It can be a text, a number, a date, or any 

content that is supported by Excel.  

The value can be made up of any sequence of characters, such as [Group "E&E/Yes!”]. The 

spaces to the right of the value are ignored. 

The value can also be placed, if desired, in quotes. This is the solution if the value has within 

it delimiter characters (comma [,], a semicolon [;], a tab [TAB], or a space [ ]), or line breaks 

[LF]. If a quotation mark is part of the value, that quotation mark is represented by two 

consecutive quotes. Example ["Group ""E&E/Yes!"", Ltd."]. 

 

 

Export CSV file (code/value) 

It creates a flat code-value file, each line being composed of (1) code with spaces to the right 

of it up to 20 positions and (2) the value in the Excel cell. 

The code defined in the row corresponding to that cell in the CellCodes sheet, column C, is 

used. If it does not exist, the code in column A is used. If the Excel cell is not defined in the 

CellCodes sheet, the Excel address of the cell is created as code. 

If the value includes quotation marks or a line break, double the quotation marks and put the 

value in quotation marks. 

 

 

Import CSV file (code/value) 

Importing data into easyESEF from a value-code file: The financial statements of the selected 

file are loaded into the cells in the Excel sheets. The CellCodes sheet is used to make the 

translation of the code of each line to the corresponding Excel cell address. 
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Sheet CodeCell 

In this easyESEF sheet you have the translation table from Code to Excel cell. Each row of 

the easyESEF CodeCell sheet contains the codes that refer to each usable Excel cell. All the 

codes of each cell are in one single row of the CodeCell sheet, starting from the 

SheetColumnRow address of the cell. 

Each row is preloaded with two columns (A and B) of codes by default: Coordinates Code 

(which is the main code with the SheetColumnRow coordinates in Excel cell notation) and 

Consecutive Code (the order number of the cell).  
210000!D16 000019 
210000!E16 000020 
210000!D17 000021 
210000!E17 000022 

 

When new rows are created on the financial statements (taxonomy is extended), the result 

is the renumbering of the rows on the financial statement sheet. Columns A and B are 

therefore automatically renumbered. However, columns C and D retain the original codes 

that columns A and B originally had, but extended with the ".0" suffix if it corresponds to the 

original row or with ".1" ".2" ".3" for the rows that have been created. For example, if a row is 

added in the financial statement 210000 just before row 15, in columns A and B we would 

have the codes renumbered, and in columns C and D the codes extended:  
210000!D16 000019 210000!D16.0 000019.0 
210000!E16 000020 210000!E16.0 000020.0 
210000!D17 000021 210000!D16.1 000019.1 
210000!E17 000022 210000!E16.1 000020.1 
210000!D18 000023 210000!D17.0 000021.0 
210000!E187 000024 210000!E17.0 000022.0 

 

Columns E, F, G, H, I and J are available for user-defined codes, so that they are aliases to 

the codes predefined by easyESEF, which reads and uses them, but does not delete or 

change them. Several codes can therefore point to the same Excel cell, so you can add for 

each Excel cell one or more of your own user-defined codes, in addition to the default ones. 

The code can be any combination of characters, except double quotation marks ["] or 

delimiters such as comma [,] or tab [TAB] or space [ ] or line break [LF].  
210000!D15 000019 210000!D15.0 000019.0 Code0008 
210000!E15 000020 210000!E15.0 000020.0 Code0009 

 

Column K contains the initial value from factory and column L contains the label for the row. 

They are only intended to help locate visually the corresponding cell.  
210000!D15 000019 0 Investment property 
210000!E15 000020 0 Investment property 

 

These uses of the columns appear as a reminder at the head of the first row of the sheet. 

 


